Treatment of bipolar disorders during pregnancy: maternal and fetal safety and challenges
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Abstract: Treating pregnant women with bipolar disorder is among the most challenging clinical endeavors. Patients and clinicians are faced with difficult choices at every turn, and no approach is without risk. Stopping effective pharmacotherapy during pregnancy exposes the patient and her baby to potential harms related to bipolar relapses and residual mood symptom-related dysfunction. Continuing effective pharmacotherapy during pregnancy may prevent these occurrences for many; however, some of the most effective pharmacotherapies (such as valproate) have been associated with the occurrence of congenital malformations or other adverse neonatal effects in offspring. Very little is known about the reproductive safety profile and clinical effectiveness of atypical antipsychotic drugs when used to treat bipolar disorder during pregnancy. In this paper, we provide a clinically focused review of the available information on potential maternal and fetal risks of untreated or undertreated maternal bipolar disorder during pregnancy, the effectiveness of interventions for bipolar disorder management during pregnancy, and potential obstetric, fetal, and neonatal risks associated with core foundational pharmacotherapies for bipolar disorder.
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Introduction

Bipolar disorders, including bipolar I disorder, bipolar II disorder, and bipolar disorder not otherwise specified, are serious, chronic psychiatric illnesses characterized by alternating episodes of mania or hypomania and major depression, or mixtures of manic and depressive features.¹ They represent a spectrum of illnesses characterized by frequent relapses, symptom recurrences, and persisting residual symptomatology.² Bipolar disorders have major adverse clinical, social, and economic effects that often interfere with the patient’s ability to work and function normally in other instrumental life roles and in social relationships.³–⁷ The annual incidence of bipolar disorders ranges from three to ten cases per 100,000 population,⁸ with an estimated lifetime prevalence of 3%–7%.⁹–¹¹

Although bipolar disorders cannot be cured, they can generally be managed in both acute exacerbations and in maintenance treatment with appropriate pharmacotherapy, including mood stabilizers, selected antipsychotic medications, or combinations of these.¹² The overarching goal of treatment is to achieve or maintain a euthymic mood state and maximize daily functioning in all important life domains.¹³ However, the longitudinal course of bipolar disorders is marked by frequent relapses, particularly when effective pharmacotherapy is discontinued.¹⁴–¹⁶ As such, long-term treatment with mood-stabilizing medications is typically required.¹⁷
The incidence of bipolar disorders in women peaks from 12 to 30 years of age, eg, during the primary reproductive years, raising the possibility of considerable bipolar illness burden during pregnancy and the postpartum period. The period prevalence of bipolar disorders does not appear to differ significantly between pregnant and nonpregnant women, although some have reported lower prevalence rates of bipolar and other mood disorders during pregnancy than outside of pregnancy. Still, episodes of mania or depression are thought to occur in an estimated 25%-30% of women with bipolar disorder during pregnancy. Even higher rates of illness recurrence during pregnancy have been reported after stopping mood stabilizers (see ‘Maintenance-phase treatment’ on page 4). As such, there is no clear evidence that pregnancy itself protects affected women from bipolar mood episodes.

The treatment of bipolar disorders during pregnancy presents numerous clinical challenges. As discussed in greater detail here, many primary mood stabilizers are associated with increased risk of congenital malformations; however, stopping treatment during pregnancy may increase the risk of bipolar mood-episode relapses. In the last 15 years, there has been increasing antepartum use of atypical antipsychotic drugs, many of which could be viable alternatives to mood stabilizers. However, relatively little is known about the reproductive safety of these agents. To make informed choices about managing bipolar disorder during pregnancy, clinicians, patients, and their support systems must weigh the available data addressing the effectiveness and safety of treatments in pregnant patients, and the potential risks of bipolar relapses if treatment is stopped, taking into account each patient’s tolerance of risk related to both the underlying illness and available interventions. We provide a clinically focused review of the available information on the effectiveness and safety of pharmacotherapies for treating bipolar disorder during pregnancy, and the potential maternal and fetal risks of untreated bipolar disorder.

Materials and methods

This review highlights selected clinical and epidemiological studies identified via a Medline/PubMed search of the published literature on the benefits and harms (congenital malformations, adverse neonatal events, obstetrical complications, and adverse effects on neurodevelopment in offspring) of mood stabilizer and antipsychotic drug use during pregnancy (1966–2013). Relevant studies were identified using combinations of terms identifying medication exposures (mood stabilizers, lithium, anticonvulsants, antiepileptic drugs, valproic acid, valproate, divalprox, carbamazepine, lamotrigine, antipsychotic drugs, haloperidol, chlorpromazine, atypical antipsychotic drugs, clozapine, risperidone, olanzapine, quetiapine, ziprasidone, paliperidone, lurasidone, asenapine, and iloperidone) and outcomes of interest (pregnancy outcome, birth outcome, congenital malformations, birth defects, cardiac/heart defects, Ebstein’s anomaly, neural tube defects, oral/facial clefts, birth weight, head circumference, neonatal complications, neonatal toxicity, weight gain, gestational diabetes, neurobehavioral outcomes, and mental retardation). Antidepressants and benzodiazepines are frequently used to treat patients with bipolar disorders; however, neither are considered to be core foundational treatments for bipolar disorders, and their use for treating patients with bipolar disorder is controversial. As such, these agents are not reviewed in detail here. Additionally, many newer-generation anticonvulsants are sometimes used to treat patients with bipolar spectrum disorders in clinical practice (ie, gabapentin, topiramate, levetiracetam, etc), but have unproven benefit for acute or long-term treatment, and will not be reviewed either.

Clinical impact of maternal bipolar disorder

A diagnosis of bipolar disorder has been associated with a slight but statistically significant increase in the risk of several pregnancy complications in observational studies. For example, data from an Australian psychiatric case registry (1980–1992) were used to compare rates of pregnancy, delivery, and neonatal complications among 3,174 deliveries to women with diagnosed schizophrenia, major depression, and bipolar disorder (1,301 births among 763 mothers), using a control sample of 3,129 births to women without a psychiatric diagnosis. Compared to control mothers, mothers with bipolar disorder were at significantly higher risk of experiencing placental abnormalities, antepartum hemorrhages, and toxicities related to alcohol, tobacco, and illicit-substance use. In a large-scale observational study using the Taiwan National Health Insurance Research Database, a diagnosis of bipolar disorder was associated with significantly higher likelihood of low birth weight, preterm birth, and smallness for gestational age delivery compared with absence of a psychiatric diagnosis. Combined data from three nationwide Swedish registers (including 332,137 women with two or more recorded diagnoses of bipolar disorder) showed that both treated and untreated women with bipolar disorder had higher risk of cesarean delivery and
preterm delivery, while untreated women had a higher risk of delivering babies with a small head circumference and neonatal hypoglycemia compared with control women with no history of psychiatric illness. 32 Regardless of treatment status, rates of smoking, overweight, and substance abuse were significantly higher among women with a diagnosis of bipolar disorder compared with control women. In this study, drug exposures to lithium, valproate, carbamazepine, lamotrigine, or antipsychotic drugs were considered in aggregate based on filled prescriptions; the effects of individual agents were not studied.

Previous research has also shown that the offspring of women with bipolar disorder have increased rates of neurocognitive and psychiatric impairment. In a cohort study of 117 offspring (ages 4–18 years) of 88 parents with bipolar disorder (high-risk youth) and 171 offspring of parents without a major affective disorder (control youth), high-risk youth had significantly increased rates of affective, anxiety, and disruptive behavioral disorders, memory and attention disturbances, and impaired social functioning than control youth. 33 These findings have been confirmed in other cohort studies of young offspring of parents with bipolar disorder. 34,35

Several studies have identified the postpartum period as being one of high risk for first-onset and recurrent depressive, manic, mixed, and psychotic episodes in women with bipolar disorders. 36–40 Large increases in rates of psychiatric hospitalization within the first few weeks postpartum have also been observed in cohorts of women with bipolar disorder diagnoses. 36,37,41,42 Bipolar women have at least a one in four risk of suffering a severe recurrence following delivery, including perhaps an even higher risk if there is a family history of postpartum psychosis or a previous history of a severe postpartum bipolar mood episode. 43

Finally, uncontrolled or untreated bipolar disorder exposes affected mothers to well-documented behavioral risks that accompany acute manic or depressive relapses. These include increases in impulsive and risky behaviors, unplanned pregnancy, substance use, poor adherence to prenatal care, disruptions in support structures and family functioning, and maternal suicide: a leading cause of perinatal mortality. 44–47

**Effectiveness of treatments for bipolar disorders during pregnancy**

**Pharmacotherapy**

**Acute manic/mixed episodes**

Few controlled studies address the effectiveness of medication treatment for acute bipolar manic or mixed episodes in pregnant women. Although existing studies typically exclude pregnant women, meta-analyses and randomized controlled trials suggest there to be a large number of effective pharmacotherapeutic treatments for treating acute manic or mixed episodes (Table 1), either as single-agent or combination-therapy regimens. 48–55 There is no consistent evidence of differential clinical benefit from mood-stabilizing medications (such as lithium or olanzapine) according to sex. 56–58 As such, results from these trials are often extrapolated to pregnant women with acute manic or mixed episodes, mindful of the available reproductive safety data for each treatment option. For instance, a recently published meta-analysis of 68 randomized trials (16,703 subjects) showed that antipsychotic drugs were significantly more effective than mood stabilizers for treating acute mania, and that haloperidol performed the best on an integrated assessment of antimanic effectiveness (based on improvement in mania rating-scale scores) and rates of any-cause dropout from allocated treatment at 3 weeks. 59 These results and the better-known reproductive safety profile of haloperidol compared with many other agents for treating acute mania may increase its appeal for acute treatment of mania during pregnancy, notwithstanding other factors (eg, extrapyramidal side effects, tardive dyskinesia with long-term use, lack of bipolar antidepressive efficacy, etc) that may limit its usefulness.

**Acute depressive episodes**

Fewer established treatments exist for acute bipolar depression than acute manic or mixed episodes (Table 2). As is the case with acute mania, there is a paucity of controlled evidence for treating acute bipolar depression during pregnancy. Randomized trials of patients with bipolar I or II disorder, depressed phase, have also typically excluded pregnant women from participation. Meta-analyses of randomized trials support the effectiveness of quetiapine, an olanzapine–fluoxetine combination, and lamotrigine, 60–64 although patients with severe depression appear to be more likely to benefit from lamotrigine than those with milder depression. 65 Other treatments for acute bipolar depression supported by controlled evidence include luradone (with or without concomitant mood stabilizers), lamotrigine combined with lithium, and lithium monotherapy. 65–69 Although a meta-analysis of four small randomized trials showed higher remission rates with valproic acid than placebo, 70 its established teratogenic potential (see ‘Valproic acid: Major congenital malformations’ on page 8) severely limits the use of this agent during pregnancy to circumstances in which...
valproate is required in order to maintain maternal mood stability.

Maintenance-phase treatment
A number of bipolar maintenance options are available (Table 3), and there is evidence from controlled observational studies addressing the effectiveness of continuing versus stopping effective bipolar maintenance treatment during pregnancy. In a retrospective study, Viguera et al compared recurrence rates for 42 patients with bipolar I or II disorder during pregnancy or the postpartum period following rapid (over ≤14 days) or gradual (over 15–30 days) discontinuation of lithium maintenance therapy.21 Lithium discontinuation commenced within 6 weeks of the estimated date of conception. A cohort of 59 age-matched nonpregnant women with bipolar disorder who also discontinued lithium treatment served as a control group. Recurrence rates following lithium discontinuation did not differ significantly between pregnant women and nonpregnant controls (52% versus 58%); however, recurrence rates were lower in both groups during the year prior to medication discontinuation (21%). A total of nine women continued lithium treatment during pregnancy, none of whom relapsed during 40 weeks of follow-up. Rapid lithium discontinuation was

### Table 1 Pharmacotherapeutic options for treating acute manic (or mixed) episodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug class/name</th>
<th>Regulatory approval(^{a,b})</th>
<th>Pregnancy-safety rating (US)(^c)</th>
<th>Summary of major reproductive safety concerns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mood stabilizers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td>Adults(^{a}), Youth (aged 12+ years)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>• Overall MCM rate 2.8% (prospective studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Includes low risk of Ebstein’s anomaly (one case per 1,000–2,000 births)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reported cases of neonatal adaptation syndrome; risk may be higher with higher maternal lithium levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reported cases of other neonatal complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valproate</td>
<td>Adults(^{a}), (^{b})</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>• Highest MCM rates among all mood stabilizers (5%–11%, based on registry study data); risk may be dose-dependent (maternal daily dose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased MCM risk when combined with other anticonvulsants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased risk of adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reported cases of neonatal toxicity syndromes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbamazepine</td>
<td>Adults(^{a}), (^{b})</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>• Overall MCM rate 2%–6% based on registry study data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Several adverse neonatal events aside from birth defects reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotics, atypical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clozapine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>• MCM risk unclear, very few large-scale studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risperidone</td>
<td>Adults(^{a}), (^{b})</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>• Very limited data on reproductive risks associated with individual drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olanzapine</td>
<td>Adults(^{a}), (^{b})</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>• FDA safety warning regarding risk of abnormal muscle movements and withdrawal symptoms in neonates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetiapine</td>
<td>Adults(^{a}), (^{b})</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>• Possible risks of excessive weight gain and gestational diabetes require additional study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziprasidone</td>
<td>Adults(^{a})</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aripiprazole</td>
<td>Adults(^{a})</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asenapine</td>
<td>Adults(^{a})</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotics, typical</td>
<td>Adults (chlorpromazine only)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>• Low risk of MCMs, but this is based on very few reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA safety warning regarding risk of abnormal muscle movements and withdrawal symptoms in neonates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \(^{a}\)FDA approval for acute mixed episodes in addition to manic episodes; \(^{b}\)approval as a monotherapy; \(^{c}\)approval as combination therapy with lithium or valproate; regulatory approval in the US; \(^{d}\)no psychotropic medications (including those used to treat bipolar disorder in any of its phases) are approved for use in the context of pregnancy in the US; information on regulatory approval in the US is for general treatment of bipolar disorder in adults, or in children or youth where specified; \(^{b}\)FDA pregnancy-safety categories are generally defined as: A = adequate, well-controlled human studies fail to show risk to fetus; B = animal studies fail to show risk to fetus, but no adequate, well-controlled studies in humans; C = animal studies show evidence of adverse fetal effects, but no adequate studies in humans – benefits of use in pregnancy may still outweigh risks; D = investigational or postmarketing studies in humans show evidence of adverse fetal effects, but benefits of use in pregnancy may still outweigh risks; E = contraindicated in pregnancy; \(\text{extended-release capsules only.}

Abbreviations: MCM, major congenital malformation; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration.
associated with higher recurrence rates than gradual tapering (63.3% versus 37.1%).

A subsequent prospective cohort study by the same group compared the risk of recurrence in 89 euthymic women with bipolar I or II disorder who continued mood-stabilizer treatment during pregnancy or discontinued mood stabilizers during the time period beginning 6 months before and ending 12 weeks after conception.72 The risk of recurrence during pregnancy was 85.5% for women who discontinued mood stabilizers and 37.0% for those who continued mood-stabilizer treatment. Median time to recurrence was four times shorter and the proportion of weeks ill during pregnancy was five times greater with mood-stabilizer discontinuation compared with continuation of mood stabilizers. Women who discontinued mood stabilizers spent over 40% of pregnancy in an episode of illness compared with 8.8% for those who

Table 2 Pharmacotherapeutic options for treating acute depressive episodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug class/name</th>
<th>Regulatory approvala</th>
<th>Pregnancy-safety rating (US)b</th>
<th>Summary of major reproductive safety concerns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mood stabilizers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>• Overall MCM rate 2.8% (prospective studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Includes low risk of Ebstein’s anomaly (one case per 1,000–2,000 births)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reported cases of neonatal adaptation syndrome; risk may be higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with higher maternal lithium levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reported cases of other neonatal complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valproate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>• Highest MCM rates among all mood stabilizers (5%–11%, based on registry study data); risk may be dose-dependent (maternal daily dose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased MCM risk when combined with other anticonvulsants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased risk of adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reported cases of neonatal toxicity syndromes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbamazepine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>• Overall MCM rate 2%–6% based on registry study data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Several adverse neonatal events aside from birth defects reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamotrigine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>• Unclear if lamotrigine increases risk of MCMs above background rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Unclear if lamotrigine increases risk of other neonatal adverse events outside of birth defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• No evidence of increased risk of adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotics, atypical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olanzapine</td>
<td>Adultsd</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>• MCM risk unclear; very few large-scale studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Very limited data on reproductive risks associated with individual drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA safety warning regarding risk of abnormal muscle movements and withdrawal symptoms in neonates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Possible risks of excessive weight gain and gestational diabetes require additional study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetiapine</td>
<td>Adultsdmonoa</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>• MCM risk unclear; very few large-scale studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Very limited data on reproductive risks associated with individual drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• FDA safety warning regarding risk of abnormal muscle movements and withdrawal symptoms in neonates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Possible risks of excessive weight gain and gestational diabetes require additional study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lurasidone</td>
<td>Adultsdmonocom</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>• No evidence of teratogenicity in animals; no reproductive safety data in humans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Available only relatively short time for clinical use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *FDA approval for acute mixed episodes in addition to manic episodes; #~approval as a monotherapy; $~approval as combination therapy with lithium or valproate; *regulatory approval in the US; #no psychotropic medications (including those used to treat bipolar disorder in any of its phases) are approved for use in the context of pregnancy in the US. Information on regulatory approval in the US is for general treatment of bipolar disorder in adults, or in children or youth where specified; FDA pregnancy-safety categories are generally defined as: A = adequate, well-controlled human studies fail to show risk to fetus; B = animal studies fail to show risk to fetus, but no adequate, well-controlled studies in humans; C = animal studies show evidence of adverse fetal effects, but no adequate studies in humans – benefits of use in pregnancy may still outweigh risks; D = investigational or postmarketing studies in humans show evidence of adverse fetal effects, but benefits of use in pregnancy may still outweigh risks; E = contraindicated in pregnancy; $~combination of olanzapine and fluoxetine for treating acute depressive episodes in adults with bipolar I disorder. Abbreviations: MCMs, major congenital malformations; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration.
continued mood stabilizers. Recurrences were predominantly depressed or mixed episodes occurring in the first trimester of pregnancy.

Similar relapse rates were reported in a prospective study of 26 women with bipolar I or II disorder or bipolar disorder not otherwise specified who were clinically euthymic at the time of conception on regimens that included lamotrigine. A total of 16 patients discontinued mood stabilizers, while ten remained on them during pregnancy. Rates of illness recurrence were 30% for those who continued lamotrigine and 100% in those who discontinued all mood stabilizers. Median times to relapse were 7.7 weeks without mood stabilizers, and 32.5 weeks with lamotrigine continuation.

Lower overall rates of relapse during pregnancy were reported by Bergink et al in a naturalistic study of 41 pregnant women with bipolar disorder. The overall relapse rate during pregnancy was 24.4%; 80% of women who were treated with lithium pharmacotherapy and 60% of untreated women remained well during pregnancy.

Postpartum prophylaxis

Several small studies have investigated the effectiveness of prophylactic use of mood-stabilizing medications to prevent postpartum mood-episode recurrences. For example, in the retrospective study by Viguera et al reviewed earlier, significantly more pregnant women who had remained euthymic for 40 weeks after discontinuing lithium experienced a postpartum recurrence than did nonpregnant control subjects during the same time period (70.0% versus 24.0%). Three of the nine women who continued lithium treatment during pregnancy experienced a relapse within 2 weeks of delivery. In another small retrospective study of 27 women with bipolar disorder who were followed during pregnancy and the postpartum period, lower rates of relapse or evidence of affective instability within the first 3 months postpartum were observed among patients who received prophylactic antimanic pharmacotherapy than those who did not receive antimanic medications (7.1% versus 61.5%).

Women who received prophylactic pharmacotherapy remained well for a significantly longer period of time than those who did not receive such treatment.

Not all studies have documented such wide differences in postpartum relapse or recurrence rates conditional on receiving prophylactic pharmacotherapy. For example, higher rates of stability in the postpartum period were reported in the naturalistic study by Bergink et al reviewed earlier. During the postpartum period, 24 of 26 (92.3%) women who continued medication treatment remained well compared with four of five (80.0%) of women who declined to continue pharmacotherapy. In addition, a single-blinded, nonrandomized trial of 26 pregnant women with bipolar disorder who received valproate + symptom monitoring or symptom monitoring alone showed no significant between-group differences in the occurrence of mania/hypomania, depression, or mixed states in the postpartum period, although women who received valproic acid + symptom monitoring tended to have lower levels of hypomanic/manic symptoms.

Psychotherapy

There have been relatively few investigations into the effectiveness of psychotherapy for treating bipolar disorder in pregnant patients, despite the availability of clinically validated approaches and broad recommendations from
treatment guidelines to integrate pharmacotherapy with targeted psychotherapy when treating patients with bipolar disorder more generally. Evidence-supported psychotherapies for managing bipolar depression or preventing relapses in stable patients include bipolar-specific cognitive behavioral therapy, family-focused therapy, interpersonal and social rhythm therapy, group psychoeducation, and systematic care management. Evidence-supported psychotherapies are likely to be useful adjuncts to pharmacotherapy in pregnant women with bipolar disorders who struggle with psychosocial stressors that are known to have disruptive effects on illness course and increase risk of relapse, including negative life events, family discord, other interpersonal difficulties, and disruption of sleep and wake schedules or daily social rhythms.

**Electroconvulsive therapy**

Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is an established short-term treatment for severe, treatment-resistant unipolar or bipolar major depression, and is sometimes used to effectively treat acute manic states. Compared with unipolar major depression, the effectiveness of ECT has been less well studied for treating patients with severe or refractory bipolar depression; however, a recent meta-analysis of six heterogeneous studies (totaling 316 patients with bipolar I or II disorder and 790 patients with unipolar major depression) showed similar overall remission rates between bipolar (53.2%) and unipolar depressed patients (50.9%). Even less is understood about the effectiveness of ECT for treating acute bipolar mood episodes in pregnant women, and much of the literature in this specific domain is limited to case reports. Nevertheless, ECT has been recommended by some as a safe and efficacious treatment of bipolar depressive and manic episodes in pregnant women.

**Reproductive safety of pharmacological interventions**

**Lithium**

Major congenital malformations

Early retrospective studies of the reproductive safety of lithium were derived mainly from the International Register of Lithium Babies, which was initiated in the late 1960s by clinical investigators from North America, Australia, and Europe. Early studies suggested that fetal exposure to lithium was associated with as high as a 400-fold increase in the risk of congenital heart defects. These included cases of Ebstein’s anomaly, a very rare congenital heart defect characterized by apical displacement of the septal and posterior leaflets of the tricuspid valve, variable malformation and/or displacement of the anterior leaflet, and an unfavorable prognosis for cases presenting during infancy. The final updated summary of data from the registry included a total of 25 congenital malformations occurring among 225 births (11.1%), 18 of which were cardiovascular malformations, including six cases of Ebstein’s anomaly. However, these data were insufficient to quantify rates of congenital malformation risk with in utero exposure to lithium, because registry data were based on voluntarily contributed cases.

Since then, much of the clinical focus with respect to lithium and the risk of congenital malformations has focused on cases of Ebstein’s anomaly in offspring of lithium-treated women. Compared with the International Register of Lithium Babies reports, later studies suggest significant, albeit more moderate, increases in risk. A subsequent quantitative review of two cohort studies (165 exposed pregnancies) and two case-control studies (207 exposed pregnancies) reported that the absolute risk of Ebstein’s anomaly with in utero lithium exposure was approximately one case per 1,000–2,000 births. It is important to note that this is still roughly ten to 20 times the background rate in the general population of about one per 20,000.

A systematic review of information about the risk of major congenital malformations with in utero exposure to lithium concluded that lithium should not be considered a major human teratogen based on reports published between 1969 and 2005, and that lithium should be administered to pregnant women if indicated. However, the authors also recommended due caution and supported existing recommendations for performing fetal echocardiography to exclude the possibility of cardiac malformations.

**Adverse neonatal events**

Exposure to lithium late in pregnancy has been associated with development of a neonatal adaptation syndrome characterized by hypotonicity, muscle twitching, respiratory and feeding difficulties, cardiac arrhythmias, cyanosis, poor suck, grasp, and Moro reflexes, and lethargy. The syndrome resolves in 1–2 weeks, and usually without further complication; however, intensive neonatal monitoring and longer hospital stays may be required. A small case series of 32 pregnancies during which lithium was administered throughout delivery documented low Apgar scores, longer hospital stays, and higher rates of central nervous system and neuromuscular complications in infants with higher lithium concentrations at delivery (>0.64 mEq/L). These findings suggest that the lithium neonatal adaptation...
syndrome may reflect neonatal toxicity, and have prompted recommendations that lithium treatment be suspended 24–48 hours before a scheduled cesarean delivery or at the onset of labor, with reinstatement of lithium following delivery if medically stable.104

Other neonatal effects have been associated with maternal lithium use during the second and third trimesters that may reflect complications of lithium use in the neonate, rather than toxicity. These include reversible hypothyroidism, nontoxic goiter, nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, and hypoglycemia.104-107 The potential effects of maternal lithium use on birth weight were investigated in a prospective cohort study of 148 women with first-trimester lithium use, which consulted teratogen information centers in the US and Canada.95 Compared with matched controls, infant birth weight was significantly higher in lithium-exposed infants than control infants (3,475 g versus 3,383 g) despite identical gestational ages. However, the absolute differences in birth weight reported in this study were small, and the mean birth weights were within the normal range for both groups. It is also important to note that at least one other study has reported that lithium use during pregnancy was not associated with an increased incidence of large-for-gestational-age deliveries.108

Neurodevelopmental outcomes
Lithium has not been clearly associated with adverse neurodevelopmental or neurobehavioral outcomes in offspring of women who received such treatment during pregnancy.109 It is unknown at present whether infants who develop the lithium neonatal adaptation syndrome are at greater risk for long-term neuropsychiatric, neurocognitive, or neurodevelopmental problems.

Valproic acid
Major congenital malformations
Numerous studies primarily involving children born to women with epilepsy have documented increased rates of major congenital malformations in general, as well as increased rates of specific birth defects, such as spina bifida and other neural tube defects in particular, associated with in utero exposure to valproate.110-115 Rates of major congenital malformations with valproic acid monotherapy are estimated as ranging from 5% to 11%, based on more recent population-based and specialized epilepsy-registry data.116-119 The risk of major congenital malformations with valproate monotherapy has been consistently shown to greatly exceed those of other anticonvulsants, including carbamazepine and lamotrigine.115,117,120-124 Further increases in the rate of major congenital malformations (up to 20-fold) associated with valproate have been reported with maternal daily doses exceeding 800–1,000 mg.113,119,123,125,126

Rates of specific congenital malformations, as opposed to rates of “any” congenital malformation, have been more difficult to study, because the base rate for individual birth defects is very low. Observational studies have documented an association between maternal valproate use and the risk of a large number of individual major congenital malformations, in addition to neural tube defects, including craniofacial abnormalities, limb defects, and hypospadias.127-131 Recent data from the European Surveillance of Congenital Anomalies (EUROCAT) project documented rates of individual major congenital malformations from 19 population-based registries in 14 countries, involving over 3.8 million live births and stillbirths and over 98,000 cases of offspring with major congenital malformations.132 Compared with no use of an anticonvulsant drug during the first trimester, first-trimester use of valproate monotherapy was associated with significantly increased risks of spina bifida (odds ratio [OR] 12.7, 95% confidence interval [CI] 7.7–20.7), craniosynostosis (OR 6.8, 95% CI 1.8–18.8), cleft palate (OR 5.2, 95% CI 2.8–9.9), hypospadias (OR 4.8, 95% CI 2.9–8.1), atrial septal defect (OR 2.5, 95% CI 1.4–4.4), and polydactyly (OR 2.2, 95% CI 1.0–4.5). Rates of individual major congenital malformations associated with valproate monotherapy – including neural tube defects, cardiac malformations, oral clefts, and hypospadias – were shown to greatly exceed those of monotherapy with carbamazepine and lamotrigine in a recent review of 21 prospective observational studies.120

Major congenital malformation rates associated with valproate exposure have been shown to be higher when combined with other anticonvulsant drugs compared with monotherapy or polytherapy without valproate.116,117,133,134 Interestingly, one study actually documented a lower risk of fetal malformations with polytherapy regimens that included valproate compared with monotherapy (7.3% versus 17.9%).135

Adverse neonatal events
Maternal use of valproate later in pregnancy has been associated with occurrence of a neonatal toxicity syndrome, the clinical features of which include irritability, feeding problems, abnormalities in muscle tone, liver toxicity, coagulopathies, and hypoglycemia.136-139 In a recent prospective, multicenter, cohort study of 329 women with epilepsy who received monotherapy with valproate (62 exposed
Neurodevelopmental outcomes

A recent prospective observational multicenter study conducted in the US and UK compared cognitive outcomes of 311 children at 6 years of age born to 305 mothers with epilepsy who received valproate, carbamazepine, lamotrigine, or phenytoin monotherapy during pregnancy. Analyses were adjusted for maternal intelligence quotient (IQ), anticonvulsant dose, use of periconceptional folate, and gestational age. Mean IQ at age 6 years was significantly lower among valproate-exposed children than those exposed in utero to the other anticonvulsants. Mean IQ scores were significantly lower with higher-dose valproate exposure (as determined by median split) than lower-dose valproate and higher- and lower-dose groups for other anticonvulsants. Interestingly, there were no significant differences in mean IQ scores between children in the lower-dose valproate-exposure group and higher- or lower-dose groups for other anticonvulsants. Mean IQ scores correlated inversely with the maternal daily dose of valproate, while no significant correlation between maternal daily dose of other anticonvulsants and IQ scores was observed. Mean IQs were higher in children exposed to periconceptional folate (108, 95% CI 106–111) than they were in unexposed children. Most studies have shown greater adverse effects of valproate exposure on verbal abilities compared with nonverbal abilities. The magnitude of reduction in verbal IQ associated with valproate has been shown to be dose-dependent.

Other studies have shown an association between in utero valproate exposure and worse neuromotor functioning in offspring of women with epilepsy. In a prospective study of children born to women with epilepsy who were exposed in utero to valproate (n=44) or levetiracetam (n=53), valproate-exposed children had worse performance on tests of motor skills, comprehension, and expressive language abilities than levetiracetam-exposed children, whereas no significant differences in these measures were observed between children exposed in utero to levetiracetam and unexposed control children. Similar findings were reported from an ongoing prospective cohort study of 333 children exposed to anticonvulsant drugs in utero. At 18 months of age, anticonvulsant-exposed children had increased risk of abnormal gross motor performance (OR 2.2, 95% CI 1.1–4.2) and sentence skills (OR 2.1, 95% CI 1.2–3.6). Interestingly, the use of preconceptional folate use was associated with higher verbal performance than absence of periconceptional folate use in offspring or women with epilepsy who took anticonvulsants during pregnancy.

A link between in utero exposure to valproate and impaired adaptive and emotional/behavioral functioning has also been shown in offspring of women with epilepsy. In a cohort study of 195 children who were exposed in utero to anticonvulsants, antenatal valproate exposure was associated with significantly lower General Adaptive Composite scores than children exposed to lamotrigine or phenytoin. There were also significant dose-related declines in adaptive functioning based on Adaptive Behavior Assessment System second edition parental ratings for both valproate and phenytoin. Valproate-exposed children exhibited significantly more atypical behaviors and inattention based on parental ratings on the Behavior Assessment System for Children compared with those exposed to lamotrigine or phenytoin groups. Indeed, others have found an association between in utero valproate exposure and developmental delay, mental retardation diagnosis, special education needs, and autism-spectrum disorder diagnoses in offspring with epilepsy, particularly in children who manifest dysmorphism patterns consistent with fetal valproate syndrome.

Carbamazepine

Major congenital malformations

For many years, teratogenic risk with carbamazepine was regarded as being very high; however, more recent data challenge this assumption. The overall risk of any major congenital malformation with carbamazepine monotherapy is estimated as 3%-6%, based on a review of six registry-based studies of women with epilepsy. Additional data are from a recent systematic review of eight cohort studies that included 2,680 pregnancies that involved carbamazepine monotherapy exposure in the first trimester. In that report, overall prevalence for any major congenital malformation was estimated at 3.3%. This is lower than reported major congenital malformation rates (5.3%) from a pooled analysis of older prospective cohort studies totaling 1,106 children.
with in utero exposure to carbamazepine monotherapy, although included studies employed different definitions of major congenital malformations.\(^{156}\)

Overall malformation rates in offspring with first-trimester carbamazepine exposure are much lower than corresponding rates with valproate.\(^{157}\) For example, in a prospective cohort study of 3,607 pregnant women with epilepsy, carbamazepine monotherapy was associated with the lowest risk of congenital malformations (2.2\%) compared with valproate (6.2\%), lamotrigine (3.2\%), and no anticonvulsant drug treatment (3.5\%).\(^{157}\) One large study documented a statistically significant association between the maternal daily dose of carbamazepine monotherapy and the risk of fetal malformations,\(^3\) while others have shown greater increases in fetal malformation risk with exposure to carbamazepine combined with valproate compared with carbamazepine alone.\(^{134,156,158}\) These studies provide additional evidence of lower major congenital malformation risk with in utero exposure to carbamazepine than valproate.

Similar to valproate, the most frequently reported individual major congenital malformations associated with in utero carbamazepine exposure are neural tube defects, such as spina bifida, although rates of neural tube defects in offspring of carbamazepine-treated women with epilepsy are much lower than corresponding rates with valproate. One report suggests that the use of periconceptional folate may lower the risk of neural tube defects among offspring of women who take carbamazepine during pregnancy.\(^{159}\) Other types of individual congenital malformations have been associated with carbamazepine. A meta-analysis of five prospective studies (1,255 exposed pregnancies) reported a significantly increased risk of neural tube defects, cleft palate, cardiovascular abnormalities, and urinary tract abnormalities.\(^{156}\) Rates of nearly all of these malformations are lower than corresponding rates with valproate.\(^{155}\) Individual studies also describe a constellation of craniofacial defects associated with in utero carbamazepine exposure that includes short nose, long philtrum, epicantal folds, hypertelorism, upslanting palpebral fissures, and fingernail hypoplasia.\(^{160-163}\)

**Adverse neonatal events**

The use of carbamazepine in late pregnancy has been associated with reports of transient hepatotoxicity, microcephaly, growth retardation, small-for-gestational-age delivery, vitamin K deficiency, coagulopathy, and low 1-minute Apgar scores.\(^{134,164,165}\) Rates of small-for-gestational-age delivery were significantly lower with carbamazepine than valproate in a prospective cohort study reviewed earlier, which involved 329 women with epilepsy (93 exposed children) who received antenatal anticonvulsant monotherapy.\(^{140}\)

**Neurodevelopmental outcomes**

The overall risk of adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes with in utero carbamazepine exposure is uncertain. Some studies have shown variable degrees of developmental delay in offspring born to women with epilepsy who took carbamazepine.\(^{160,166}\) However, many other studies have yielded negative results.\(^{121,142,143,152,167}\) At least one prospective study showed that verbal performance at age 3 years was worse with increasing maternal carbamazepine doses during pregnancy.\(^{147}\) However, this correlation was not apparent at 6 years of age.\(^{141}\)

**Lamotrigine**

**Major congenital malformations**

The overall risk of any major congenital malformation with lamotrigine monotherapy is estimated at 2\%–3\%, based on a systematic review of several more recent registry-based studies of women with epilepsy.\(^{120}\) Therefore, it is not clear if lamotrigine monotherapy increases the risk of major congenital malformations above background rates found in the general population.\(^{168}\) Early studies focused on rates of any major congenital malformation were negative,\(^{168-171}\) while other individual reports have suggested possible small increases in the risk of oral clefts, hypospadias, and gastrointestinal defects.\(^{171,172,173}\) Other registry studies reported lower rates of oral clefts that fall generally within the range for offspring with no drug exposures.\(^{177,122,171,174}\) This includes results of a population-based cohort study of nearly 838,000 live births in Denmark, which found no increased risk of major birth defects with in utero exposure to lamotrigine (1,019 exposed deliveries) compared with no drug exposure (OR 1.18, 95\% CI 0.83–1.68).\(^{175}\) As mentioned earlier, some studies have suggested a higher risk of congenital malformations with higher maternal daily doses of lamotrigine\(^{117,119}\); however, the majority of reports have shown no dose-related effect.\(^{123,170,172,176,177}\) Congenital malformation rates have been shown to be lower with in utero exposure to lamotrigine than valproate, and slightly lower than carbamazepine.\(^{177}\) Data from the International Lamotrigine Pregnancy Registry have shown that rates of major congenital malformations were substantially higher with lamotrigine when combined with valproate compared with lamotrigine alone (10.7\% versus 2.8\%).\(^{170}\) In that study, 35 infants with major congenital malformations were observed among 1,558 lamotrigine exposures during the first trimester over an 18-year period. No consistent patterns
of specific malformations of dose-dependent increases in malformation risk were observed.

Adverse neonatal events
It is not yet clear if lamotrigine is associated with increased rates of adverse neonatal events.

Neurodevelopmental outcomes
Data regarding the risk of adverse neurodevelopmental and behavioral outcomes have been reassuring thus far. There has been no evidence of dose-dependent increases in the occurrence of problems with adaptive and emotional/behavioral functioning, or dose-dependent increases in the risk of neurodevelopmental disorder diagnoses up to the age of 6 years.

Antipsychotic drugs
Major congenital malformations
Based on two systematic reviews of observational studies and case literature, there is no clear evidence of an association between typical or atypical antipsychotic drugs and major congenital malformations. Among the typical antipsychotics, reproductive safety risks are best understood for haloperidol, chlorpromazine, and perphenazine. For example, in a prospective study of 188 pregnancies exposed to haloperidol and 27 to penfluridol, major congenital malformation rates in both exposure groups combined (3.4%) approximated major malformation rates in the general population, and did not differ statistically in comparison to that of 631 unexposed control pregnancies (3.8%).

Data regarding atypical antipsychotic exposure and the risk of congenital malformations are limited to mainly postmarketing surveillance and case reports. For example, of 713 risperidone-exposed pregnancies (68 during the first trimester) identified in the Benefit Risk Management Worldwide Safety Database, a register established by the a division of JNJ Pharmaceutical Research and Development, only two (2.9%) cases of major congenital malformations were identified. A review of pregnancy reports in the Eli Lilly Worldwide Pharmacovigilance Safety Database identified no cases of major congenital malformations, but included only 23 prospectively identified cases. There is a paucity of information regarding congenital malformation risk from large, well-controlled prospective studies. The largest prospective study comparing pregnancy outcomes among 151 pregnant women with atypical antipsychotic drug exposure included only 60 exposures to olanzapine, 49 to risperidone, 36 to quetiapine, and six to clozapine. Among the antipsychotic-exposed pregnancies, there was only one (0.9%) major congenital malformation.

One retrospective population-based study used data from the Swedish Medical Birth Register. Antipsychotic use was split into two exposure groups: use of dixyrazine or prochlorperazine irrespective of use of any other antipsychotics (used commonly for treating nausea and vomiting in pregnancy) and “other antipsychotics”. Women using lithium were excluded. All main analyses were adjusted for birth year, parity, smoking, and prior miscarriage. The risk of any congenital malformation was not increased in either exposure group compared with all registered births. After restricting the analysis to include only severe malformations, the “other antipsychotics” group had a slightly higher risk (OR 1.52, 95% CI 1.05–2.19); however, after the exclusion of women who reported concomitant use of anticonvulsants during pregnancy, the risk estimate was no longer statistically significant (OR 1.45, 95% CI 0.99–1.41).

Reproductive safety data for quetiapine are limited primarily to the study by McKenna et al reviewed earlier, which included only 36 exposures. Other reproductive outcomes are reported in the case literature only, and report no adverse effects in terms of obstetric or fetal outcome. Very few reports exist concerning reproductive safety outcomes of aripiprazole, ziprasidone, asenapine, or lurasidone. Preliminary data from the National Register of Antipsychotic Medication in Pregnancy in Australia, a voluntary pregnancy registry established in 2005, included two cases of high neural tube defects that resulted in early second-trimester miscarriage in women who received aripiprazole during pregnancy.

Adverse neonatal events
Both typical and atypical antipsychotics have been associated with perinatal complications, including extrapyramidal signs, respiratory distress, seizures, feeding difficulties, tachycardia, low blood pressure, and transient neurodevelopmental delay. Self-limited extrapyramidal signs and tremor, jitteriness, irritability, feeding problems, and somnolence have been reported separately for antenatal risperidone exposure. In 2011, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) released a drug-safety communication alerting health care professionals to updates of the pregnancy section of drug labels for all antipsychotic drugs that included warnings about the potential risk for extrapyramidal signs and “withdrawal symptoms” in newborns of mothers who received antipsychotic treatment during the third trimester of pregnancy (http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm243903.htm). These warnings were based on a search
of the US FDA Adverse Event Reporting System database that identified 69 spontaneously reported cases of neonatal extrapyramidal signs or withdrawal with all antipsychotic drugs. The symptoms varied in severity, with infants recovering within hours or days and requiring no specific treatment. Other cases involved recovery in neonatal intensive care units or resulted in prolonged hospitalization. Most cases involved potential confounding factors, including premature delivery, preeclampsia and other pregnancy complications, and concomitant exposure to other drugs associated with withdrawal symptoms (eg, antidepressants, benzodiazepines, nonbenzodiazepine hypnotics, and opioids).

The well-known risk of clinically significant weight gain and adverse changes in glycemic profiles associated with some antipsychotic drugs prompted investigations into the risk of large-for-gestational-age delivery associated with antenatal antipsychotic drug exposure. A small study of prospectively collected data on gestational age and birth weight among 45 infants exposed in utero to typical antipsychotics, 25 infants exposed to atypical antipsychotics, and 38 unexposed controls. Higher incidence rates of large-for-gestational-age delivery were observed among infants exposed to atypical (20%) than those exposed to typical antipsychotics (2%) and no antipsychotics (3%). In utero exposure to clozapine and olanzapine, the most orexigenic atypical antipsychotic drugs, was associated with higher mean birth weight compared with typical antipsychotic exposure, but not controls. Excluding cases with concomitant exposure to other weight-altering medications did not significantly change these findings. The results of this study were consistent with other reports of higher birth weight with antenatal olanzapine exposure compared with antenatal exposure to other psychotropic medications, but contrasted with those of another prospective study of 54 pregnant women with laboratory-confirmed use of olanzapine, haloperidol, risperidone, or quetiapine close to the time of delivery. In that study, statistical trends toward higher rates of low-birth-weight delivery and neonatal intensive care unit admission with olanzapine exposure were observed.

In a very large population-based retrospective cohort study of 169,338 antipsychotic-exposed and 357,696 -unexposed pregnancies, antipsychotic drug use during pregnancy was associated with an increased risk of gestational diabetes compared with the total population of births, after adjusting for birth order and maternal age, country of birth, cohabitation, smoking, and height (adjusted OR 1.77, 95% CI 1.04–3.03). The effect-size estimate increased marginally after being restricted to only clozapine- and olanzapine-exposed pregnancies (adjusted OR 1.94, 95% CI 0.97–3.91), although the risk was not statistically significant. The adjusted OR of large-for-gestational-age delivery by head circumference was significantly increased for olanzapine- and clozapine-exposed infants (3.02, 95% CI 1.60–5.71); however, antenatal antipsychotic drug exposure was not associated with significantly higher risk of small-for-gestational-age delivery or large-for-gestational-age delivery on the basis of birth weight or birth length in adjusted analyses.

Neurodevelopmental outcomes
There have been very few investigations of possible adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes in children with in utero exposure to antipsychotic drugs. In one prospective controlled study of 309 mother–infant dyads evaluated at 6 months postpartum, 22 involved pregnancy exposure to antipsychotics, 202 to antidepressants, and 85 to no psychotropic drugs. Infants with prenatal antipsychotic drug exposure had significantly lower neuromotor-performance scores as measured by the Infant Neurological International Battery, a standardized assessment of posture, muscle tone, reflexes, and motor skills, in comparison with antidepressant-exposed children or children with no psychotropic exposure.

Reproductive safety of nonpharmacological interventions
Although not recommended as a stand-alone treatment, empirically supported psychotherapy has no known risks of for bipolar disorders during pregnancy. Antenatal administration of ECT has not been consistently associated with adverse effects on pregnancy or neonatal outcome in pregnant women or neonates. Sporadic cases of major malformations have been reported, with no clear pattern of malformations emerging. Although data are limited, drugs that are commonly used for anesthesia (methohexital, propofol), neuromuscular blockade (succinylcholine), and prevention of clinically significant bradycardia during the stimulation phase of ECT (glycopyrrolate) are not considered major human teratogens. Low rates of fetal bradycardia were reported in a systematic review of 339 cases summarizing outcomes of ECT administered during pregnancy.

Summary and clinical implications
Treating women with bipolar spectrum disorders during pregnancy is one of the greatest clinical challenges in psychiatric practice. Although most studies show high recurrence rates during pregnancy, others have shown
that some women may have remarkable stability during pregnancy,\textsuperscript{202,203} including fewer or shorter recurrences during pregnancy compared with before pregnancy.\textsuperscript{204} While there is still some controversy regarding whether or not pregnancy is a vulnerable period for the recurrence of mood episodes,\textsuperscript{205} there is no clear evidence that pregnancy protects women against bipolar relapses. The postpartum period is a well-known period of heightened bipolar episode-relapse risk, and a significant proportion of women with postpartum relapses may be symptomatic during the antepartum period.\textsuperscript{206}

As reviewed earlier, results of most controlled observational studies provide support for continuing effective maintenance treatment with mood stabilizers, long considered core foundational bipolar disorder pharmacotherapies, for relapse prevention during pregnancy and the postpartum period. This is reassuring, given the crucial goal of maintaining maternal euthymia during pregnancy and the postpartum period, thereby protecting the mother and her children against the significant adverse outcomes associated with untreated or poorly treated illness. Recently documented increases in the use of mood-stabilizing anticonvulsants and atypical antipsychotics in pregnant women may reflect increased awareness of these risks among health care providers.\textsuperscript{25} On the other hand, a fifth to a third of women who remain on mood stabilizers may still relapse during pregnancy.\textsuperscript{66–68} Continuation of pharmacotherapy with mood stabilizers during pregnancy, therefore, does not provide a guarantee against antepartum relapses.

In the past two decades, there has been an impressive accumulation of knowledge regarding congenital malformation and neonatal risk associated with anticonvulsant mood stabilizers, eg, valproate, carbamazepine, and lamotrigine. However, there are important caveats that make interpretation of this literature more difficult. Studies of lithium exposures consist mainly of women with bipolar disorder, but this is not so for anticonvulsant mood stabilizers. Indeed, nearly all reproductive safety studies of mood-stabilizing anticonvulsants were conducted using large cohorts of women with epilepsy, not women with bipolar disorder. It is often assumed that women with epilepsy have a higher risk than the general population for giving birth to a child with congenital malformations, independent of effects of anticonvulsant drugs. Under these circumstances, the congenital malformation risk associated with some anticonvulsants may be accounted for by the risks associated with seizure disorders (confounding by indication). On the other hand, a meta-analysis of ten studies (400 exposed pregnancies) found that the risk of major congenital malformations in offspring of women with untreated seizure disorders was not significantly higher than that of nonepileptic controls (OR 1.92, 95\% CI 0.82–4.00); however, offspring of women with epilepsy who received anticonvulsant drugs had a higher incidence of major congenital malformations compared with controls (OR 3.26, 95\% CI 2.15–4.93).\textsuperscript{207} The crucial questions of whether or not the bipolar disorder itself or factors associated with bipolar disorder diagnoses (obesity, smoking, substance abuse, self-neglect during depressive episodes, other negative health behaviors, etc) are independently associated with an increased risk of congenital malformations or adverse neonatal events, or whether risks associated with bipolar disorders are different than those associated with epilepsy, require additional study.

The epidemiological literature points consistently to significantly higher rates of major congenital malformations, adverse neonatal events, and concerning neurodevelopmental difficulties with in utero exposure to valproate, relative to other anticonvulsants and background rates of these outcomes, in offspring of treated women with epilepsy. These findings have been consistently shown across numerous cohorts and data sources, and these risks appear to increase with increasing maternal daily valproate dose during pregnancy and with the concomitant use of valproate with other anticonvulsants. Rates of overall and specific malformations with valproate are also much higher than those associated with lithium, the latter of which appear to be associated with rarely occurring cases of cardiac defects, including Ebstein’s anomaly. Overall and specific congenital malformation rates with carbamazepine are substantially lower than those associated with valproate and may be comparable to those associated with lamotrigine, the latter of which approximate background congenital malformation rates in the general population. Thus far, there has been little or no evidence of an increased risk of adverse effects on neurodevelopment associated with in utero exposure to carbamazepine, lamotrigine, or lithium, although additional studies focused on these risks in exposed offspring of women with bipolar disorders are needed.

It is not yet clear if folate supplementation or the use of only modest doses of valproate or other anticonvulsant mood stabilizers reduces the risk of neural tube defects or other congenital malformations in offspring of women with bipolar disorder. Keeping the daily dose of valproate as low as possible (below 1,000 mg) and supplementing with folate, for example, have both been advocated.\textsuperscript{208} But results of several large pregnancy-registry studies and one recent
case-control study do not support a role of maternal folate supplementation for reducing the risk of congenital malformations in exposed offspring. In one of the largest registry studies, folate supplementation was associated with a greater risk of major congenital malformations, although confounding by indication seems likely, because women at greater risk of delivering an infant with congenital malformations may be more likely to take folate. Folic acid 0.4 mg daily is recommended for women of reproductive age, including those who have delivered babies with neural tube defects, to prevent spina bifida and anencephaly, although some have advocated for higher doses, eg, 4 mg daily, in the setting of anticonvulsant treatment during pregnancy. Initial evidence of a protective effect of preconceptional folate use on verbal IQ, relative to absence of periconceptual folate use, in offspring of women with epilepsy who took anticonvulsants during pregnancy is intriguing, but awaits further confirmation.

In the last 15 years, atypical antipsychotic drugs have been increasingly used to treat bipolar disorder, and have supplant the foundational mood stabilizers as the leading form of bipolar disorder pharmacotherapy. While selected atypical antipsychotics have demonstrated broad-spectrum efficacy for treating both acute bipolar mood episodes and preventing their recurrence, none have been well studied during pregnancy. However, given the known reproductive safety risks of some classical mood stabilizers, atypical antipsychotics with established mood-stabilizing properties may be regarded by many as an attractive alternative for treating bipolar disorders in the context of pregnancy. Increased use of atypical antipsychotics during pregnancy appears to be accounted for primarily by pregnant women with diagnosed affective disorders, including bipolar disorder. On the other hand, the reproductive safety of atypical antipsychotics as a group and of individual agents is far less clear than that of most mood stabilizers. Better understood is the risk of clinically significant weight gain and adverse metabolic profile of several antipsychotic drugs in nonpregnant populations, including increased risk of new-onset type 2 diabetes mellitus. Excessive weight gain, maternal diabetes mellitus, and gestational diabetes are important risk factors for congenital malformations, including neural tube and cardiac defects. Therefore, the impact of antipsychotic use on maternal weight gain and glycemic homeostasis in pregnant women are important areas for future research.

Bipolar disorders were once regarded as episodic illnesses characterized by complete interepisode recovery. Subsequent data from longitudinal studies showed that many patients with bipolar disorders experience chronic, persisting, and clinically significant mood symptoms in between acute mood episodes, mainly in the depressive pole. Additionally, for many patients, mood-stabilizer monotherapy may be insufficient for preventing bipolar mood relapses. These factors have likely contributed to increases in the use of combination pharmacotherapy for long-term management of bipolar disorders. Limitations of monotherapy have also been recognized in practice guidelines for treating bipolar disorder in pregnancy, which recommend monotherapy whenever possible to minimize fetal drug exposure and combination pharmacotherapy for more difficult-to-treat cases. On the other hand, fetal exposure to multiple medications may increase the risk of adverse outcomes, and this may be particularly so for combinations involving the use of valproate.

Clinical decision making about the use of mood stabilizers and atypical antipsychotics by pregnant women can be conceptualized as balancing the competing risks imposed by withholding or stopping pharmacotherapeutic treatment (thus increasing the risk of maternal and fetal/neonatal harm from untreated illness or acute relapses) against that of continuing or initiating pharmacotherapy during pregnancy (thus introducing the possibility of fetal/neonatal harm associated with in utero medication exposure). The literature addressing these safety issues has been criticized as being overfocused on the risk of drug treatment at the expense of those associated with un- or undertreated bipolar disorders or potential positive impact of treatment. Additional research regarding best practices for optimizing treatment of women with bipolar disorder during pregnancy is urgently needed, but studies of this type are difficult to conduct. Randomized trials cannot be used to answer crucial questions about the comparative effectiveness and reproductive safety of medications used to treat bipolar disorders when administered during pregnancy due to ethical concerns. Prospective cohort studies of fetal and neonatal safety are often infeasible, or results of existing studies difficult to interpret, given the large numbers of participants required to have a sufficient number of events for valid analysis.

Despite these and other challenges, high-quality practice guidelines for managing bipolar disorders in pregnant and postpartum women have been developed and treatment considerations for this population are covered in general bipolar disorder-treatment guidelines. A detailed review of recommended approaches for treating acute mood episodes or preventing their recurrence during pregnancy is beyond the scope of this review. However, some of these
guidelines provide consistent recommendations in several key areas, including the importance of discussing reproductive and obstetric risks associated with pharmacotherapies in all women with bipolar disorder who are of reproductive age, even prior to formal preconception planning. This point is crucial, given the high rates of unplanned pregnancies among patients with bipolar disorders. Maximizing nonpharmacological treatments, social supports, and regularity of sleep and biological rhythms is also advocated. Practice guidelines consistently advise the use of monotherapy (as opposed to combination therapies) at the lowest effective dose, avoidance of first-trimester use of valproate whenever possible to minimize teratogenic potential, and use of ECT for severe or refractory symptoms. Notable differences in clinical recommendations exist across guidelines, including avoidance or continuation of lithium and the degree to which atypical antipsychotic treatment is prioritized, highlighting the need for additional study of the pharmacological treatment of pregnant women with bipolar disorder.

For the management of acute mania during pregnancy, haloperidol may be preferred for many women, based on its established efficacy in randomized trials involving nonpregnant patients compared to other typical neuroleptics or atypical antipsychotics (due to fewer reproductive safety data) or antimanic mood stabilizers (due to reproductive safety concerns). Lithium or ECT can be used to treat acute manic episodes during pregnancy that are unresponsive to typical or atypical antipsychotic drugs. Some patients may ultimately need a combination of a mood stabilizer and antipsychotic drug to achieve stability.

For the management of acute bipolar depression during pregnancy, lamotrigine may be preferred, given the reasonable efficacy in nonpregnant patients and reassuring reproductive safety data compared to mood-stabilizing atypical antipsychotics (due to fewer reproductive safety data) and lithium. Quetiapine, olanzapine, olanzapine + fluoxetine, and lithium may be considered second-line therapeutic options. Some patients will require combination pharmacotherapeutic regimens to achieve clinical stability. The reproductive safety profile is unknown for luradone, an atypical antipsychotic drug recently approved for treating acute bipolar I depression in nonpregnant patients (as a monotherapy or in combination with lithium or valproate). Unlike acute mania, there is no evidence clearly supporting the use of typical neuroleptics, such as haloperidol, for treating acute bipolar depression. Psychotherapy is recommended as an adjunct to medication treatment of acute bipolar depression during pregnancy. Similarly to acute mania, pharmacoresistant cases of acute bipolar depression may respond to ECT.

Challenges arise for women with bipolar disorder who are pregnant and are stable on maintenance pharmacotherapy. For patients who are currently stable, the factors to consider when deciding whether or not to continue effective maintenance treatment during pregnancy include the number of lifetime bipolar mood episodes, severity of past episodes (including the presence of psychotic features and suicide attempts), psychotic comorbidities (particularly anxiety and substance-use disorders), medical illnesses, past treatment response, during prior gravid and nongravid periods, time to relapse after prior discontinuation of maintenance treatment (and time to recovery following reinitiation of pharmacotherapy), level of residual symptomatology (and current impact on functioning), and the reproductive and lactational safety profile of current treatments. With the assumption that specific pharmacotherapies have been effective, continuing medications during pregnancy may be appropriate if the risk of prenatal exposure is outweighed by the risk of relapse with drug discontinuation. Ultimately, the decision will often depend on individual patient preferences and values regarding the reproductive safety of available therapeutic options and the potential consequences of untreated illness.

Some women with stable longitudinal courses with prolonged periods of euthymia and good psychosocial support can be managed with close monitoring and follow-up when off of medications. If medication is to be discontinued, it should be done so gradually if possible, with vigilance for early signs of relapse, especially with lithium. For those with histories of relapses during interruptions in drug treatment, unstable longitudinal courses despite maintenance pharmacotherapy, or histories of severe postpartum affective or psychotic episodes, medication treatment during at least some stages of pregnancy may be needed. For euthymic patients, lamotrigine may be considered a high-priority option based on relatively reassuring reproductive safety data and established maintenance-phase efficacy in randomized trials of nonpregnant patients. Lithium, quetiapine, and other selected atypical antipsychotic drugs may be considered as second-line agents; however, it is generally best to use medications that have resulted in clinical improvement and stability. It is also generally prudent to monitor mood-stabilizer levels, including lithium and lamotrigine, throughout pregnancy, since maternal drug concentrations can fluctuate significantly during pregnancy and during the early postpartum period. If possible, valproate should be avoided during
pregnancy, due to structural and neurobehavioral teratogenic risk, unless it is clear that valproate is required in order to maintain clinical stability. The use of antidepressants for bipolar maintenance is controversial, owing to limited clinical effectiveness as adjuncts to mood stabilizers in large randomized trials and the potential risk of treatment-emergent polar mood switching and mood-cycle acceleration; however, for some patients, they are beneficial for preventing bipolar depressive relapses. Although monotherapy with a mood stabilizer or atypical antipsychotic known to be effective for bipolar maintenance treatment is preferred, combination pharmacotherapy may be needed to maintain mood stability and prevent severe relapses.

Increasing evidence of adverse neurodevelopmental effects in offspring of epileptic mothers who received valproate treatment while pregnant provides additional reasons to avoid valproate, if possible, during any stage of pregnancy. There are situations, however, where these general guidelines cannot be followed, because of severe and highly unstable illness that cannot be successfully managed without valproate. Although congenital malformation rates are lower with carbamazepine, it is associated with other potential problems that warrant due caution, including a small but significant risk of congenital malformations, a less established role in the long-term maintenance treatment of bipolar disorder than many other agents, and the accelerated metabolism of it and other drugs owing to the induction of key drug-metabolizing enzymes. There is no clear evidence that administering vitamin K analogs to mothers reduces the risk of neonatal hemorrhagic events with the use of carbamazepine (and other enzyme-inducing anticonvulsants). For many women who require mood stabilizers, lithium or lamotrigine may end up being the safest choices. Lithium is associated with cardiac defects, but the absolute risk appears to be very small. Still, for lithium-treated pregnant women, high-resolution ultrasound and fetal echocardiography are recommended.

Prenatal surveillance for congenital malformations is also recommended for women who receive valproate, carbamazepine, or lamotrigine, which may include maternal serum α-fetoprotein, fetal echocardiography, and high-resolution ultrasound. Valproate and carbamazepine are generally considered compatible with breastfeeding, whereas lithium is not. Lactational risks associated with lamotrigine are unknown.

Information on the reproductively safe of mood-stabilizing atypical antipsychotic drugs is very limited beyond risperidone, olanzapine, and quetiapine. Available data concerning the teratogenic risks associated with typical neuroleptics are reassuring; however, typical neuroleptics are ineffective for managing—and may even worsen—depressive symptoms in patients with bipolar disorder. Moreover, typical neuroleptics are associated with higher long-term risk of tardive dyskinesia than atypical antipsychotics, and may be associated with increased risk for extrapyramidal side effects in neonates. Secondary increases in reproductive risk mediated by excessive weight gain or disturbances in glucose handling associated with some antipsychotic drugs are potential risks that need to be explored in future studies. Changes in body weight and screening for increases in blood glucose should be closely followed in pregnant women and all women of reproductive age who receive antipsychotic treatment, particularly with atypical antipsychotic drugs.

Limitations

The limitations of this review reflect the limitations of the existing literature. The unavailability of randomized controlled studies and lack of studies using large cohorts of pregnant women with diagnoses of bipolar disorder, as opposed to those with epilepsy, have already been highlighted as major limitations. The best available evidence upon which to base clinical decisions about relative safety and the effectiveness of bipolar disorder pharmacotherapy during pregnancy comes from controlled cohort studies. Many prospective cohort studies, as discussed earlier, have lacked the statistical power to permit meaningful comparisons in the incidence rates of rare events, such as specific major congenital malformations.

Although very large-scale retrospective cohort studies can overcome limitations in statistical power for these rare events, confounding by indication and end-point misclassification are important potential threats to validity, particularly in large-scale studies using automated claims and other computerized health outcome databases. The validity of diagnostic codes to identify cases of major congenital malformations, for instance, can vary considerably depending on the data source and organ system involved, and many defects are likely to require confirmation (eg, by review of medical records) in order to be validly identified. Although automated records of filled prescriptions provide a reasonably complete and inexpensive account of potential drug exposures, it is also true that medication ingestion cannot be verified in most cases. This is crucial for the conduct of studies of drug exposure in pregnant women with bipolar disorder and other affective disorders, because many women stop medications due to fears of teratogenic risk.

These limitations may be partially addressed by the use of drug- and disease-specific pregnancy registries. These types
of studies have been crucial to our understanding of the risks of congenital malformations and adverse neurocognitive outcomes in offspring of women with epilepsy who received anticonvulsant treatment while pregnant. Registry-based studies also have significant limitations, however, including voluntary participation and referral bias, which may have resulted in overrepresentation of mothers with more severe epilepsy and those who delivered infants with congenital abnormalities. Very few registry-based data are available at present for atypical antipsychotics or for women with bipolar disorder.

In conclusion, treating women with bipolar spectrum disorders during pregnancy is a common and highly formidable challenge in clinical practice. This is particularly so regarding decisions about pharmacological treatment. Risks to both mother and baby are imposed by untreated or under-treated bipolar illness and by the use of pharmacotherapy. Continuation of effective pharmacotherapy during pregnancy can prevent relapses, although not every woman who continues effective medications will remain relapse-free during pregnancy. As such, there are no uniformly effective or risk-free treatment options. It is perhaps more pragmatically useful to move clinical reasoning beyond simple choices of whether or not to treat maternal bipolar disorder during pregnancy to how exposures to potential harms from bipolar relapses, clinically significant residual symptoms, and medications may be minimized. Indeed, fully informed decision making requires that the risks of both untreated maternal bipolar disorder and risks associated with each potential intervention be reviewed, and that all reasonable treatment options be discussed.
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